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ABSTRACT
Grief is defined as ‘the internal experience of a person to the loss of something loved and valued’. It is a
normal and expected reaction to loss. While anticipatory grief is defined as ‘an emotional response that is
experienced before a true loss’, a concept focusing on that a person might experience grief when the loss of
a close loved one was anticipated, but had not yet occurred. The history of Abu Bakr r.a. was reviewed
especially from the period of a few months before and recently after the death of the prophet s.a.w. It was
noted that he appeared strong while others were down grieving upon the news of the prophet s.a.w.’s
death. It was also noted that Abu Bakr r.a. has been grieving when he anticipated that the prophet was
going to die. Literatures on anticipatory grief were reviewed. Evidence are conflicting on the role of
anticipatory grief. Factors that lead to these differences will be reviewed. The protective factors in Abu
Bakr r.a. that helped maintain his composure after the death of prophet Muhammad s.a.w. and later led
him to be pledged as the first caliph of the Muslim nation will be discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Grief is defined as “the internal experience of a
person to the loss of something loved and valued”.1
It is a normal and expected response to loss.2
Anticipatory grief meanwhile, is defined as an
emotional reaction that is experienced before an
actual loss. Another definition documented is “any
grief occurring prior to a loss, as distinguished from
the grief which occurs at or after a loss” .3
Other terms for this situation include preparatory
grief or premature grief 2, a concept focusing on that
a person might experience grief when the loss of a
close loved one was anticipated, but had not yet
occurred.5 It encompasses the mourning, coping, and
planning of one’s life in response to an impending
loss as well as future losses.4
The aim of this paper is to look at the role of
anticipatory grief and other factors throughout the
life of Abu Bakr r.a., particularly during the demise
of the prophet that makes him the calmest person
around after the prophet s.a.w.’s death.
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DESCRIPTION FROM HISTORY
Abu Bakr r.a.’s birth name was Abdullah. He was
the first free man to embrace Islam and the first
person to pray (other than prophet Muhammad
s.a.w.). He was 2-3 years younger than prophet
Muhammad s.a.w. and yet was also his father-inlaw when the prophet married his daughter ‘Aisyah
r.a..7 He was the prophet's most beloved Companion
and also the most knowledgeable as he had spent
more time with the prophet as compared to the
others.8
He cared a great deal for the prophet’s well-being
and at all times willing to sacrifice his life for the
sake of Allah. He had the honor to be the sole
Companion of the prophet during the migration to
Madinah. It is mentioned in the Qur’an, in Surah AlTawba, “If you help him (Muhammad s.a.w.) not (it
does not matter), for Allah did indeed help him
when the disbelievers drove him out, the second of
two, when they (Muhammad s.a.w. and Abu Bakr
r.a.) were in the cave, and he (SAW) said to his
Companion (Abu Bakr r.a.): "Be not sad…” (9:40)
(9). The term ‘the second of two’ was referring to
Abu Bakr r.a., pertaining to the incident when he
was in the cave with the prophet during the
migration, hiding from the disbelievers of Mecca. In
this verse too, Allah acknowledges Abu Bakr r.a. to
be the prophet s.a.w.’s companion.7
Towards the end of Muhammad s.a.w.’s life, there
were a few instances that hinted the prophet that
his death was approaching. For an example, the
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revelation of An-Nasr (110:1-3).6 The prophet also at
times insinuated his incoming death and only a few
Companions understood when the prophet was
alluding to his death implicitly. One of them was
Abu Bakr r.a.7
For an example, referring to a narration by Abu
Sa`id Al-Khudri, Allah's Messenger s.a.w. spoke to
the people saying, "Allah has given option to a slave
to choose this world or what is with Him. The slave
has chosen what is with Allah." Nobody in the
audience recognized the fact that the prophet was
referring it to himself except for Abu Bakr r.a., he
wept, and at that point of time people could not
understand him. The people were astonished when
they later learned the truth that the prophet s.a.w.
was mentioning about himself when he was referring
to a slave (of Allah) who had been offered a choice.
Abu Sa`id Al-Khudri later mused “Allah's Messenger
s.a.w. himself was the person who was given the
choice, and that Abu Bakr r.a. was the most
knowledgeable among us.9
There were also occasions towards the end of his
life where Muhammad s.a.w. favoured Abu Bakr
r.a.
over other Companions to fill his place.
Muhammad b. Jubair b. Mut'im narrated on the
authority of his father that a woman asked
Muhammad s.a.w. about something but he told her
to come to him some other time, so she asked:
“What in your opinion (should I do) if I come to you
but do not find you, (and it seemed as if she meant
that he might die). Thereupon he said: If you do not
find me, then come to Abu Bakr.”.10
When
Muhammad s.a.w. was very sick, a few days before
his passing, Aishah r.a. said, the prophet s.a.w.
asked, “Have the people performed the prayer?”
“No. They haven’t. They are waiting for you.” “Put
some water in the washing pot.” He said. We did
what he ordered. So he washed and wanted to stand
up, but he fainted. When he came around he asked
again “Have the people prayed?” Then the same
sequence of events took place again and again for a
few times. Thereupon, he sent to Abu Bakr r.a. to
lead the prayer himself. Abu Bakr r.a. then led the
prayer during those days, seventeen prayers in the
lifetime of Muhammad s.a.w. On an occasion, while
Abu Bakr r.a. was away, 'Umar r.a. was appointed
by the Companions to lead the prayers. Recognizing
the change of voice, Muhammad s.a.w. said, "This is
not Abu Bakr r.a.'s voice, no one but he should lead
prayers, he is the fittest person for this position." 7

prophet s.a.w. died, Abu Bakr r.a. was at a place
called As-Sunh. 'Umar r.a., stood up and addressed
the people saying, “I swear by Allah that the
prophet s.a.w. has not died and that Allah will send
him back to cut off the hands and legs of those who
claim that he has died.”
Abu Bakr r.a. then arrived to where the Prophet
s.a.w. was lying, uncovered his face, kissed him and
said, “I would sacrifice my father and mother for
your sake. You are just as fragrant after your death
as you were during your life. I swear by the one in
whose hand my soul is, Allah will never let you die
twice”. Then he went out facing the people and said
“O you who is swearing (by Allah) (meaning 'Umar)
calm down!” When 'Umar r.a. heard Abu Bakr r.a.
talking, he kept silent and sat down, so Abu Bakr
r.a. praised and thanked Allah and then said,
“Whoever was worshipping Muhammad s.a.w., then
Muhammad s.a.w. is dead, but whoever was
worshipping Allah, then Allah is alive and will never
die.” Then he recited (that which translates as),
"Indeed, you [i.e, Muhammad s.a.w.] are to die,
and indeed, they are to die]." (39: 30). And also
"Muhammad is not but a messenger. [Other]
messengers have passed on before him. So if he was
to die or be killed, would you turn back on your
heels [to unbelief]? And he who turns back on his
heels will never harm Allah at all; but Allah will
reward the grateful." (3: 144). 11

Ibn ‘Abbas r.a. said: “By Allah, it sounded as if
people had never heard such a Qur’anic verse till
Abu Bakr r.a. recited it as a reminder. So people
started reciting it till there was no man who did
not recite it.” Ibn Al-Musaiyab r.a. said that ‘Umar
r.a. had said: “By Allah, as soon as I heard Abu Bakr
r.a. say it, I fell down to the ground. I felt as if my
legs had been unable to carry me so I collapsed
when I heard him say it. Only then did I realize that
s.a.w. had really died.” 7
In the moment of greatest calamity, Abu Bakr r.a.
came in strong. He was later pledged as the first
caliph of the Muslim nation.
DISCUSSION

Commenting on the state of the Muslims when the
prophet s.a.w. died, Ibn Rajab r.a. said: "When
Muhammad s.a.w. died, the Muslims were in a state
of shock and confusion; some of them were
bewildered, others were shocked and started to get
things mixed up, others dropped to their knees and
were unable to stand, others could not talk and
others still refused completely to believe the news
of his death."7

The term anticipatory grief was first documented by
Lindemann in 1944.12 He described two examples of
two different women of which their male family
member(s) were enlisted to serve the armed forces.
The first woman was so concerned with the
potential loss of her husband or son to the point
that she went to all the stage of grief process –
“depression, heightened preoccupation with the
departed, a review of all the forms of death and
anticipation of modes of readjustment which might
be necessitated by it.” This might have been seen to
have a protective factor for her should she receive a
sudden news of death of her family member which
in normal circumstances leads to shock.

During the prophet s.a.w. passing, Abu Bakr r.a. was
not in Madinah. 'Aishah r.a. narrated, "When the

However, anticipatory grief might also cause a
drawback during reunion, should the male family
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member survive the war. This was documented in
the case of the second woman. Her husband
reported that his wife became emotionally cold
towards him through mail and that she insisted on a
divorce once he came back from the war. These two
cases sparked a great deal of argument and
discussion in the field of medicine in which later led
to numerous studies on anticipatory grief.

Another controversial issue is perhaps, whether we
should promote anticipatory grief if studies indeed
convincingly show the favorable outcome. Should
we encourage, or ‘induce’ grief in family members
who are caring for terminal stage cancer patient?
Ethical consideration is inevitable. However, more
importantly, based on the available research, we, as
therapists should not discourage people who is
about to embark on the grief process prior to the
death of the loved ones.

Research were looking into coping strategies of
patient and family members, the effect of
anticipatory grief on post death bereavement to
care givers and medical staff, characteristics that
determine anticipatory grief as being a good or bad
prognostic factor in bereavement especially in
situations involving terminally ill and demented
patients.13,14

In conclusion, the role of anticipatory grief in post
death bereavement is still debatable. However,
looking at the factors that has been demonstrated
by the studies mentioned above, we can understand
that anticipatory grief is multidimensional. Several
aspects in Islamic creed (‘aqeedah) such as how we
look at death and dying, our belief in hereafter and
in the only omnipotent, all-knowing God, Allah,
should be taken into consideration when attempting
to understand anticipatory grief in a Muslim as
opposed to in a person of other religion or without
any belief in God. A few factors suggesting a better
outcome after death happened were also elicited in
these studies.

However, to date, the role of anticipatory grief on
post-death bereavement is still inconclusive. A
paper reviewing published research on anticipatory
grief on post-death bereavement adjustment
concluded a spectrum of outcome gained from these
studies which included both positive and negative
impact, mixed findings and a few showed no
relationship between the two. The paper also
analyzed possible reasons leading to the conflicting
results found between these researches and they
concluded that several contributing factors. Among
them are differences in the conceptualization of
anticipatory grief, lack of precise operational
definition and methodological differences; variable
related issues such as age differences, gender,
personality, length of illness before death and other
factors associated with the thought, feeling,
behavior, affiliation and communication of the
person.15

Correlating to the seerah of Abu Bakr r.a., we know
that he was the closest Companion to Muhammad
s.a.w., he was almost always with Muhammad
s.a.w. leading him to become one of the most
knowledgeable person around that time and his
faith in Allah was among the strongest. He was one
of the earliest Companion that understood when the
prophet was hinting that his death was near. When
Muhammad s.a.w. asked Abu Bakr r.a. to take over
certain tasks from him, we believe that this has
prepared him to a certain extent for the coming of a
great loss to him personally and the Muslim nation
in general.

Another
systematic
review
on
caregivers
researches16
on
end-of-life
caregiving
and
bereavement also could not confirm the role of grief
work before loss would ease bereavement. It also
highlighted the issue Linda & Derek15 raised
regarding the definition and conceptualization of
anticipatory grief that might contribute to this
problem. However, one interesting and important
finding gained from this study is that high
preparedness was associated with improved
caregiver outcome. This demonstrated that
anticipatory grief is not equivalent to preparedness,
and preparedness does not come hand in hand with
anticipatory grief.

All these factors are believed to be major
contributing factors that made Abu Bakr r.a. from
the person who wept when no one else was weeping
to the person who was the most composed after the
death of Muhammad s.a.w. He continued to calm
down the ummah when they were in chaos and later
was appointed as the first caliph of the Muslim
nation.
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